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4.8.3 - Computer, Delay Devices - Pages 227-228

What is the intent of this Rule Proposal?

To ensure Automatic Transmission Cars/Bikes in Group 2 are not disadvantaged when it comes
to reaction times and being able to make adjustments to slow the reaction time no more
than .050 of a second.
In a car with a clutch you can adjust the pedal ratio, air gap etc to slow/speed up reaction time if
required but the way the rule reads you cannot make any adjustment to an automatic.

Proposed Amendment

Under 4.8.3 Delay devices where it says "Any device (including buttons with adjustable throw or
hydraulic adjustment)" change to "Any device (including buttons with adjustable throw of more than 1
inch or hydraulic adjustment)" installed for the express purpose of creating a delay between the
release of the brake, clutch, transmission brake or line lock button movement of the vehicle from the
staging beam, is prohibited in Group 1 and Group 2.
Being allowed to have 1 inch of adjustment on the the throw of the button will only slow the reaction
time down by roughly .025 of a second. Currently in my car if I leave as soon as I see the last amber
I will redlight every time by roughly -.020, this is not something you can learn to drive around and is a
massive disadvantage.

Classes Effected

All Group 2 automatic classes
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How does, or can, this rule proposal protect participants and spectators?

N/A.

How is this rule proposal a positive step for ANDRA Drag Racing?

It promotes even competition

What is the positive impact of the rule proposal on other Classes and Brackets?

People who run the automatic classes will have some adjustibility when it comes to reaction
times they currently don't have which clutch cars do.
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How does the rule proposal ensure increased opportunity for even competition?

As above.

Describe how the rule proposal is practical and encforcable.

It is easy to measure how much travel the trans brake button has.

Describe how the cost of complying with the rule proposal is reasonable for competitors.

Changing to a Biondo Terminator style adjustable transbrake button will cost around $250 for
competitors who wish to do so.
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